2014 FSA Student Award Recipients

Michael Crismon
Arizona State University

Ryan Schneider
Arizona State University

Stephen Edward Taunton
Auburn University

Kyle Roberts
Baylor University

Annie L. Worthman
Belmont University

Tracey Jean Castiglione
Bentley University

Nicholas Gaudioso Jr.
Boise State University

Anthony Isherwood
Bradley University

Brian Edward Lowe
Brigham Young University

Benjamin Choi
California State University, Fullerton

Chris Zlatoper
Case Western Reserve University

Kelsie Meryle Houck
Clemson University

Courtney Schram
Drake University

Heath McConnell
East Tennessee State University
Matthew E. Stupski
Florida State University

Lacey Woolf
George Mason University

Brittany Conley
Georgia State University

Brody Fitch
Idaho State University

Danielle Schumacher
Illinois State University

Darian A. Harnish
James Madison University

Lida Shen
John Carroll University

Camille Claassen
Kansas State University

Christopher York
Kennesaw State University

Bryan Haas
Kent State University

Kara Twing
Lehigh University

Kevin McCrory
Louisiana Tech University

Krisjanis Berzins
Loyola University Chicago

Amanda Isken
Marquette University

Rosemary Holbrook
Marshall University
Mackenzie Millar Ladd
McIntire School of Commerce

Alexander Alvano Kotsovos
Miami University

Zejun Chen
Michigan State University

Kevin Edward Warren
Mississippi State University

Ashley N. Bishop
Missouri State University

Timothy Beidler
New Mexico State University

Laura M. Holm
Northern Illinois University

Kylie Roper
Oklahoma State University

Charles M. Darling
Old Dominion University

Clarissa Beck
Rider University

Hamed Hajiha
San Diego State University

Hannah G. Gassmann
Southern Illinois University

Brendan Petersen
St. John's University

James "J.R." Weston
Stetson University
Stephen Morales
Texas A&M University

Kelly Lynch
Texas Tech University

Kevin Spiletic
The University at Albany - SUNY

Alexis C. Burch
The University of Akron

Anne Walker Irwin
The University of Alabama

Jinal Ramesh Patel
The University of Mississippi

Paul Stanton Roberts
The University of Southern Mississippi

Carly Alison Pope
The University of Texas at San Antonio

Madeleine Keough
Truman State University

Victoria E. Fortman
University at Buffalo

Meredith Regan Burbank
University of Alabama at Birmingham

Lindsey Bolen
University of Arkansas

Leif Bang
University of Central Florida

Ai Ling Chow
University of Colorado Denver

Mariah K. Bloom
University of Denver
Allison Mansell  
University of Florida  

Jesse Yuen-Fu Chan  
University of Georgia  

Jordan Samet  
University of Iowa  

Kendall Carter  
University of Kentucky  

Anthony J. Bucci  
University of Louisville  

Jordan Duke  
University of Missouri  

Jainwei Li  
University of Nebraska – Lincoln  

Gavin Pitre  
University of New Orleans  

Hillary Holt  
University of North Carolina - Charlotte  

Taylor Brooke Armstrong  
University of North Texas  

Hannah L. Bliss  
University of Notre Dame  

Rachel L. Simpson  
University of Oklahoma  

Mitchell J. Van Dyke  
University of Oregon  

Amanda Norman  
University of Rhode Island
Anna L. Tilson  
University of Tennessee

Maureen Elizabeth Vignaux  
University of Texas Arlington

Luyao Chen  
University of Texas at Austin

April Lynn Crawford  
University of Texas at Dallas

Teri Lyn Strain  
University of Texas at El Paso

Andrew Jennings  
University of Utah

Parvaneh Javanmard  
University of West Georgia

Lauren Jung  
USC Leventhal

Carli Brianne Campbell  
Utah State University

Lisa R. Norfrey  
Virginia Commonwealth University

Brandon L. Pope  
Virginia Tech

Anouk C. Barreto  
Wake Forest University

Sandra Payne  
Weber State University

Erlina Papakroni  
West Virginia University

Alexander B. DiBartolomeo  
Western Michigan University